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Aerobie Dogobie Sports Discs

Product Name: Aerobie Dogobie Sports Discs

Manufacturer: -

Model Number: TGS1077

Anyone can achieve stable, accurate flights throwing the Aerobie Superdisc - its
patented spoiler rim produces steady glides even for novices and its soft rubber edge
makes for easy catches.

 

 

The original Aerobie Pro flying ring holds the Guinness World Record for the farthest
throw in history - an incredible 1,333 feet / 406 meters. For truly exhilarating games of
catch, the Pro ring has no equals. You can actually play catch with a friend more than
100 yards away. The soft rubber edge makes catching soft and easy. Even today,
more than a decade after the Pro ring s creation, onlookers are still amazed by this
incredible flying ring.
Size: 13 inch diameter. Available in orange, yellow, and magenta.

Players of all skill levels can throw the Aerobie Superdisc well and enjoy its stable,
accurate flights. Its patented spoiler rim and soft rubber edge were developed when
inventor Alan Adler set out to design an improved "Frisbee." Conventional flying discs
have their center of aerodynamic lift near the disc s leading edge in flight. That s why
they tend to roll to the right for right handed throws and to the left for left handed
throws. By contrast, the Superdisc s breakthrough spoiler rim centers the disc s
aerodynamic lift throughout each flight, making the Superdisc a more stable flyer for
throwers of all skill levels.

The Sprint ring is great for backyards, parks, playgrounds, beaches, and camping trips.
The ring s soft rubber edge makes it comfortable to catch and fun for throwers of all
skill levels.
Size: 10 inch diameter. Available in orange, magenta, and yellow.
#
Flies twice as far as conventional discs
# Patented high performance design
# Perfect for backpacking
# Thrilling games of catch
# Compact 10 inch diameter size
# Made in the U.S.A.

Throwing Instructions

To make Aerobie discs fly straight, release them level. When people throw a
conventional flying disc, they tend to release it sloping downward to compensate for the
disc s tendency to roll over in flight. With Aerobie discs, this compensation is
unnecessary. Instead, throw them level to make them fly straight. You can throw an
Aerobie disc sloping to the left if you want it to curve left and sloping to the right if you
want it to curve right.

 Favorite Games
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A high performance outdoor boomerang, the Aerobie Orbiter flies out about 90 feet and
then it really does come back. The Orbiter boomerang combines a high tech, triangular
design with a bright colored, soft rubber edge. These features make it easy to throw
and see in flight and soft to catch. Throwing instructions printed on the boomerang will
help you learn to play catch with yourself in no time.
Size: 11 ½ inches per side, equilateral triangle. Available in orange, yellow, and
magenta. Ages 13 and up. Quality made in the U.S.A.

 

Players of all skill levels can throw the Aerobie Superdisc well and enjoy its stable,
accurate flights. Its patented spoiler rim and soft rubber edge were developed when
inventor Alan Adler set out to design an improved "Frisbee." Conventional flying discs
have their center of aerodynamic lift near the disc s leading edge in flight. That s why
they tend to roll to the right for right handed throws and to the left for left handed
throws. By contrast, the Superdisc s breakthrough spoiler rim centers the disc s
aerodynamic lift throughout each flight, making the Superdisc a more stable flyer for
throwers of all skill levels.

The Superdisc s soft, rubber edge provides a great grip for strong throws and remains
smooth to catch even after landing on pavement. Conventional discs often develop
sharp scratches and burrs. Made from non-toxic materials, the Superdisc s soft edge is
also kind to a dog s mouth, making it the disc of choice for many professional dog disc
entertainers. Floats in water.
Size: 10 inch diameter. Available in yellow, red, and blue. Ages 8 and up. Quality made
in the U.S.A.

 

   

 Aerobie® Dogobie™ Disc

The Aerobie Dogobie flying disc s flexible but tear and puncture resistant material is
gentle on your dog s mouth and teeth but sturdy enough to endure fetch after fetch.
With its patented spoiler rim design, the Dogobie disc is made for long, stable flights
even when thrown by a beginner. Floats in water.
Size: 8 inch diameter. Available in blue and yellow, the two colors seen by dogs. (Dogs
see other colors as shades of gray.) Quality made in the U.S.A. 

* Aerodynamic design for effortless long throws
* Puncture and tear resistant for greater durability
* Flexible material gentle on a dog s mouth and easy to pick up
* Floats - play in or near water
* Comes in blue and yellow, colors easily seen by dogs 

Aerobie® Rocket Football

The Aerobie Rocket football s patented curved fins and small diameter create
spectacular spirals and long distance flights. Its curved fins push the ball into a spiral
even when the thrower barely spins it. Great for kids as young as three. Right handed
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throws only.
Size: 6 inches long. Available in various 2-tone colors. Ages 3 and up.  

Aerobie® Squidgie® Ball

Squeeze the Aerobie Squidgie ball and you won t want to let go. Made of soft molded
rubber fins, the Squidgie ball is designed for kids as young as three but players of all
ages enjoy it both indoors and outdoors. Ideal for learning to play catch. Floats in
water. Dogs love it.
Available in yellow, blue, purple, magenta, orange, green, and glow in the dark. Ages 3
and up.
Quality made in the U.S.A

 

 

X-zylo Ultra

X-zylo™ is the incredible flying gyroscope that has been thrown the length of two
football fields! It s flight is simply unbelievable--the ultimate game of catch!

X-Zylo Ultra
Rated the best flying toy in a Christian Science Monitor field test, the X-zylo™ has
flown onto the outdoor recreational scene as one of the most exciting games of catch.
It was invented by Mark Forti, a Baylor University student, and refined within the
aerospace industry.

X-zylo™ unofficially broke the world flying disc distance record when it was thrown 655
feet. NASA scientists, renowned aerospace engineers and academic institutions have
met with the makers of the X-zylo™, the William Mark Corporation, and studied X-zylo
s™ fascinating flight technology, yet no consensus has been reached on how X-zylo™
actually flies.

X-zylo™ has been featured on many television programs such as "Beyond 2000",
"Science Times", and "Live With Regis and Kathie Lee" as well as in numerous national
and international news publications including the Los Angeles Times, Success
Magazine, The Christian Science Monitor, and the New York Times.

Click here for throwing and catching instructions as well as ideas for some crazy trick
throws!

Price: R95.00

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Sunday 06 June, 2010
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